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Bringing Height to the Playground with the Alpha™ Tower & Alpha Link™

Towers

Modern designs deliver a physical and social wonderland where imaginations soar

Delano, Minn. (Feb. 13, 2018) — Landscape Structures Inc., a Delano, Minn.-based commercial

playground equipment manufacturer, is bringing height to the masses with the launch of the Alpha Tower

and Alpha Link Towers. Multiple climbing and sliding opportunities deliver physical challenge and fun

for kids ages 5 to 12, and unique lookout spots encourage socialization.

The Alpha Tower and its innovative climbers invite kids to scale the outside up to the 4- and 8-

foot decks. Or kids can climb inside to reach the first decks plus continue on to see the amazing view

from the fully enclosed 12-foot deck. A compact interior will have kids climbing and crawling to explore

all the different activities. Even more, the Double Swoosh Slide® and the curvy WhooshWinder® Slide

offer a thrilling ride from the 8- and 12-foot decks, respectively.

Playground planners can double the climbing challenge with the Alpha Link Towers. Two towers

are linked by an elevated crawl tunnel for a sky-high scramble from one tower to the other. Multiple

climbers offer different routes up the outsides of both towers to the 8-foot decks, while kids reach the 12-

foot summit from the fully enclosed tower. And with slides, bridges and more playground activities, kids

will stay engaged for hours on end.

The distinctive geometric design of the Alpha Tower and Alpha Link Towers encourages

imaginative play among 5- to 12-year-olds. Kids find plenty of unique ways to look out at the activity

happening on the ground, or find shaded hangouts to relax with friends. Parents and supervisors will

appreciate the perforated panels that offer clear sightlines.
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The Alpha Tower and Alpha Link Towers deliver a cool aesthetic with the Hot Dip Galvanized

(HDG) steel frame, which is a perfect match for the modern design. HDG creates the contemporary

patina, and involves completely dipping the product into a bath of molten zinc. The zinc reacts with the

steel to form a series of intermetallic layers making it highly resistant to corrosion.

See the Alpha Link Towers in action and learn more about the Alpha Tower and Alpha Link

Towers at playlsi.com.

About Landscape Structures Inc.

Since 1971, Landscape Structures Inc. has been the leading manufacturer of commercial playground

equipment in the world. Our employee-owned company designs community and school playgrounds that

encourage kids of all ages and abilities to learn persistence, leadership, competition, bravery, support and

empathy through play. We push the limits—of design, inclusion, play—to help kids realize there is no

limit to what they can do today and in the future. For a better tomorrow, we play today.
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